Use the exhibit to complete the crossword puzzle below.

Across
2. historic Coos department store
4. Japan attached bombs to these in WWII (x)
5. uses sound to warn of navigational hazards
6. police enforcement tool
8. like this exhibit: broad, diverse, assorted, mixed
11. tool used to shape wood
12. news and entertainment before TV
13. skeletons found after Bandon Fire
15. vessel that holds flowers
17. with a harpoon, a whale of a device
20. Scandinavian musical instrument
22. early dial-up
23. warning devices on top of McCullough Bridge
25. pedal powered, utterly useful
26. one or two can push a boat

Down
1. Coos views in the mail
3. sea captains used this to find direction
7. with a twist, it turns clump of fiber into yarr
9. students sit here to work
10. common household food containers
14. 36 inches of advertisement
16. Girl Scouts put badges here
18. paddleboats, stagecoaches, and Gorst's machine had these
19. stitched history
21. this and a compass help to survey
24. common material to make tools